Abstract
Introduction
Due to the increasing amount of available informational as well as transactional resources, most prominently on the Internet, it is desirable to develop systems that can filter this large resource space to a smaller set that is more relevant (to the user). Whereas the corresponding process is called adaptation -or personalization when geared towards the userapplications with this support are referred to as adaptive systems.
Existing approaches to adaptation can be distinguished along different criteria: the aspects that are represented (adaptivity dimensions), how they are represented (representation formalism) and how the models are used to perform adaptation (exploitation techniques).
With respect to the adaptivity dimensions, collaborative filtering [1] and content-based filtering [2] make use of user-related and content-related information, respectively, to find out what is "relevant". Due to limited customization of resources to the user and other problems such as "new-item", "sparsity" and "over-specialization" [3] , these dimensions are combined [2] and extended to capture possible presentations of the content [4] , possible structures of the content in terms of narrative models [5] , the user task [6] , the system and the environment. In fact, it has even been proposed to make the adaptation logic more explicit in the form of an adaptation model [7] .
Popular formalisms for the representation of these different aspects include vectors, matrices, weighted ngrams, decision trees, artificial neural networks, Bayesian networks and weighted associative networks. Correspondingly, techniques for the exploitation of the resulting models are adopted from statistics and machine learning. They are used to calculate similarities and to classify users, content etc.
The various attempts to combine content-and user related information and to extend them with further adaptivity dimensions make a higher level of customization to the user and other requirements possible. However, apart from the inherent difficulties in collecting, and especially, in exchanging model information, these approaches have been criticized to be complex, computerized oracles, which give advice but cannot be questioned [8] . The reasons for recommendations cannot be explained to the user due to the complexity and nature of the underlying algorithms that employ latent factors and heuristics.
Therefore, we leverage strengths of existing approaches by the incorporation of all the dimensions that have been identified as relevant for adaptation. The drawbacks are addressed by the use of semantic web technologies. Whereas ontologies are used to increase interoperability and reusability of model information, rules are employed to represent the adaptation logic in a way that users can inspect, understand, and even modify the rationales behind adaptive functionalities. In section 2, we begin with an overview of the approach. Then, in section 3, we briefly present some ontology concepts important for the understanding of adaptation rules, which will be discussed in details in section 4. Finally, we present similar work (section 5), conclusion, evaluation, open issues and on-going work (section 6).
Overview
We illustrate the main ideas of this approach on the basis of a personalized portal as shown in Figure 1 . This is an extension of the Liferay portal architecture encompassing four functional modules. Apart from basic navigation and search, the system is able to track user interactions, generate recommendations in the form of links and present the content chosen by the user. Figure 1 shows a user reading an Introduction about OWL. This establishes a context on which adaptation takes place. As shown, recommendations to this include related content units, which among others, e.g. OWL semantics and RDF, have also OWL as subject.
Figure 1 -A personalized portal
Such recommendations based on semantic relatedness are possible by the annotation of each paragraph such as Introduction in the example, with the entities that it deals with. In general, we employ a fullfledged ontology-based approach to adaptation. We have developed an ontology for the domain of adaptive systems (ODAS) to represent all the adaptivity dimensions employed by existing approaches. ODAS comprises of concepts and relations to talk about content, user, task, environment etc. With respect to the above example, Introduction is an instance of the ODAS concept Content about Entity. OWL and the other entities described by this and by recommended content units mentioned above belong to an additional domain ontology that is employed to represent entities the content resources refer to. Note that the ontologybased representation of model information facilitates reuse and exchange because language constructs, i.e. axioms, can be used to limit possible (mis-) interpretations of the concept semantics. Thus, the problem with model acquisition can be alleviated by the ontology-based reuse and exchange of information -content metadata in particular -between systems. ODAS concepts and relations are then used in adaptation rules, which represent and perform adaptation logics in a manner transparent to the user. Besides, they can be made editable to increase user control, an HCI aspect important for usability that is not supported in current computerized oracles. The recommendations shown above, for instance, are results of the firing of a rule. This rule exploits the relatedness of content semantics to perform adaptation.
ODAS -towards a Domain Ontology for Adaptive System
ODAS, the ontology we introduce here aims to provide a conceptualization of objects and relations that are relevant for the adaptation of hypermedia resources to the user context. It corresponds to the definition of ontology proposed in [9] : entity types are explicitly and formally defined on the basis of OWL. Following design principles and guidelines such as minimal ontological commitment and minimal encoding bias [9] , we axiomatize commonsense knowledge of the domain in a way less prone to biases and assumptions. Also, terminologies and ontologies that can be seen as being greatly agreed-upon, are incorporated -SUMO [10] , OWL-S Process ontology [11] , LOM [12] and PAPI [13] in particular. The objective is to accomplish a shared conceptualization of the adaptive system domain that can cater for extensibility and semantic interoperability. Figure 2 shows a portion of the subclass hierarchy of ODAS. We briefly illustrate how the context and the various adaptivity dimensions (as highlighted by rectangles in Figure 2 ) can be represented by the use of this ontology. Central to the representation of the adaptation context is the notion of Process. Application Interaction for instance, tells the system that a particular User is involved (user model), and currently, is interacting with a Content resource (domain model) of the Application (system model) to accomplish a task. Indirectly, this task is captured as a Composite Process of which the atomic interaction is part of (task model). That is, we employ a process-orientated representation of tasks. The workflow required to accomplish the task is modeled in the system as a composite Computeraided Process. The output of this process can be implicitly assumed to be the user's goal so as to drive adaptation towards this end. Based on this semantics, rules can be designed to utilize relations, e.g. is pre and is post, among sub-activities of such a workflow to perform task-based adaptation. 
Figure 2 -Hierarchy of selected concepts

A Rule-based Adaptation Model
While the ontology represents the different adaptivity dimensions in terms of user, domain, task, environment and system model, this section demonstrates that the logic underlying the adaptation can also be explicitly captured on the basis of a rulebased model. Just like the decision to use OWL for ontology modeling, we aim to increase interoperability, reusability and extensibility by the choice of SWRL, another W3C recommendation for the representation of rules.
Structure and Components of a Rule
In general, atoms in the rule body capture the conditions that need to be fulfilled for the recommendation stated in the head to apply. As shown in Figure 3 , conditions in the rule body are split up into three categories: context-related, adaptation-related and constraints-related. The first category ensures that the right context is given. This is represented by the concept of Process, which serves as the "entry point" to access various adaptivity dimensions, i.e. Content, Task, User, Application and Environment.
In the second category, the semantics of the Content concept is used to perform adaptation. Given the User is Reading a content unit, the adaptation mechanism recommends resources related to this. While this is referred to as content-based adaptation, task-based adaptation can also be applied to exploit the semantics of the Process concept. Eventually, these styles of adaptation yield a set of resources related to the one the user is currently interacting with. The last category consists of conditions acting as constraints that, when applied, have a minimizing effect on this adapted set. The example shows how user information can be used to restrict the set of related resources to a set for which
the user has credentials. Other user characteristics as well as environmental information can be applied in the same manner. When these conditions are met, a rule fires and recommends content, for example Content about Entity Relation in the case of the example rule shown in Figure 3 . 
Different Types of Adaptation Rules
In the following, we show how the previous structure can be instantiated in different ways to arrive at different adaptation logics appropriate for application specific requirements.
Content-based -Semantics-related Content.
Due to the semantics of Content, which refers to the entities of a domain ontology, resources can be considered as related if they have the same entity or related entities as subjects. In this regard, entities are related if they are directly or indirectly (through some other entities) connected through some relations in the ontology. For instance, the adaptation-related part of the rule may consist of the following conditions:
This would lead to the recommendations of content units y, which are related to the content x currently processed by the user because they have the same subject -z, or to be precise, any entities that can be substituted for the variable z. In a similar manner, the following two examples ensure recommendations to point to related content units: As opposed to the first, contents recommended by these two rules are related to the current one not because they describe the same but related entities. In the second example entities u and v are involved in a particular relationship, i.e. are connected by any relations that are sub-relations of is related to. In the third example, these entities are indirectly related because they participate in the same Process. So, when the user is reading Introduction (OWL), which is Content about Entity describing OWL (entities in brackets stand for the subjects), then, recommendations include the Web Ontology Language (OWL) as a result from the first rule, and Predecessors of OWL (OWL, SHOE, DAML-ONT, OIL, DAML+OIL) and Future extensions (OWL, Development of OWL) as results of the other two.
These recommendations resemble the style of authors who start with a section describing the key entity in general terms, e.g. OWL, and go on to details by focusing on some of its relationships to other entities that are relevant for the author's intention, e.g. relationships among OWL, SHOE, OIL etc. The counterpart to this narrative style is to start with an overview of a complex phenomenon involving many entities and continue with sections, each focusing on one of these entities, i.e. to go from Content about Entity Relation to related Content about Entity:
The concept of Content about Entity Relation has been introduced to classify instances having more than one entity as primary subjects. This is a shortcut which may be still insufficient to reflect the actual semantic of content units dealing with relationships.
Another type of content-based adaptation is to navigate from Content containing pure text to related Content with figures that can serve for illustration, i.e. from Unliteral Content to related Literal Content. While reading, it may be helpful to browse to other contents describing the current one, i.e. from Content to MetaContent. Examples of such type of Content that have Content as subjects are the summary or reference part of a scientific paper. Besides, when the User is Reading a General Content, which deals with a class, the system can make recommendations for Specific Content, which deals with one specific individual of this class. Thus, recommendations of this type can be seen as examples that support the comprehension of an abstract content.
Content-based -Narrative-related Content.
Additionally, relations among content units may be explicitly given by the narrative structure. In fact, the order of atomic parts within a Composite Content could reflect a particular relation (dependency, causality etc.) between denoted entities -which might be only in the mind of the author and not directly encoded in the ontology. Using relations modeling the structure of the content such as has part, is pre and is post, the narrative sequence given by the author can be reproduced, e.g. by recommending resources annotated as the subsequent content of the one currently read: (?y,?x) 4.2.3. Task-based Adaptation. Similarly, task-based adaptation makes use of the given sequence of process execution as modeled in the workflow in order to make recommendations for services that fit with the current task. As discussed, the workflow, and indirectly also the task is modeled and represented as a Computeraided Process. Thus, when the User is involved in an interaction that is part of a Computer-aided Process, then the system recommends subsequent processes as given by the is post relation until the user accomplishes the task, i.e. obtains the output of the Computer-aided Process.
More precisely, the system would recommend an Executable Content, which is a representation of the Service. This service acts as the instrument of the subsequent process:
It might also make sense to incorporate advanced semantics of relations and entities involved in Process into adaptation, i.e. semantically-related services.
Applying further Constraints.
Having generated the numerous recommendations on the basis of different styles of adaptation, different requirements can be applied to limit them to a set of relevant resources. This would be the case if they meet users' requirements and can be appropriately presented to the user, given the environmental constraints. For instance, a Content can be seen as relevant, if the User has credential for, does not know, has not read or has interest for it (or some entities subsuming it). The instantiation of the constraints-related category may be as follows: When taking restrictions in resolution and size of the Display Device into consideration, only a preview version of the resources may be recommended.
Related work
As discussed in section 2, such a semantic approach can address several problems common to traditional ones. With respect to similar work, this approach is distinct in the degree of comprehensiveness and generality. Other approaches are mostly geared towards specific problems of adaptation [14] [15] . The concepts introduced are not sufficient to capture the various dimensions valuable for a fine-grained adaptation. Also, whereas the domain model is represented as a set of keywords there, we explicitly introduce the notion of Content-Bearing-Object, Content and subject. The subject of a content unit refers to entities of a domain ontology. While keywords have no formal meaning per se, the semantics of entities provided by domain ontology can be exploited by a reasoner to classify Content individuals. Also, the few rules proposed can not be compared with the sets we have discussed. The generic structure discussed for adaptation rules can be instantiated in many ways to perform different styles of adaptation and to meet different constraints imposed by the user and the environment.
Conclusion, Open Issues and Outlook
We have introduced an ontology-based approach that allows for adaptation customized to different requirements. The user demand is derived from the knowledge contained in and entailed by the ontology. This is implicitly matched with the resource supply on the basis of various conditions captured in the body of SWRL rules. As a result of the firing of rules, recommendations in the form of content units are generated, which can be used to implement the concept of adapted content and adapted navigation. Likewise, adapted presentation can be achieved when layout and presentation-related conditions are incorporated into the rules by the use of the CBO concept. While this proposal cannot be considered to be complete, it has been designed to maximize extensibility by the use of de-facto standard languages, terminologies and ontology modeling principles. The ontology may serve as a foundation that can be extended and modified to arrive at the ontology for the domain of adaptive systems. Also, the rules can be modified (by the user) for specific adaptation requirements.
As a proof of concept, we have developed a personalized portal. Preliminary evaluations show that recommendations reasonably match the resources that would have been manually chosen by the user. In the approach presented, the execution of adaptation rules is decidable due to the restriction to Description Logic Program. Thus, the quality of recommendations depends only on the degree of correctness as to how the rules reflect the style of adaptation the user wishes. Note that the set of rules is sufficiently comprehensive and most importantly, can be controlled by the user. Thus, it is likely that this semantic approach is effective.
However, when considering the resources consumed, it is yet, rather inefficient. The current manual annotation of content units requires a lot of time. Besides, the inference engine requires several minutes to process and update recommendations. In the illustrated prototype, KAON2 is employed as the knowledge management infrastructure, supporting reasoning with and persistent storage of OWL statements as well as DL-safe rules [16] . In addition, we are working on the integration of a special purpose metadata crawling and extraction tool with this backend infrastructure. Eventually, we would like to develop an adaptive system which can automatically acquire metadata, record user interactions, prioritize and apply adaptation rules and run queries to retrieve recommendations. This is then used to assess the relative effectiveness and efficiency of the entire system against comparable approaches.
Finally, apart from open issues of automatic metadata acquisition and ontology merging, we like to point out on-going work: finding the appropriate tradeoff of semantic interoperability and efficiency for the domain of adaptive systems. This is because while OWL allows for greater expressiveness and interoperability by providing many constructs to restrict unintended interpretations, there are currently not efficient reasoners available. In fact, state-of-theart OWL reasoners such as OWLIM and KAON2 do not perform well with the combined use of disjunctions and equality as they open up drastically the space of possible solutions that have to be explored for making inferences. Therefore, we had to eliminate equality. Thus, while we still think that OWL-Full is appropriate and even required for communication and presentation, in the application, OWL-DL without number restrictions and nominals has been used as the ontology language. Obviously, the semantics of many ontology concepts become then more ambiguous.
